
#A707Simple Advent Calendar



#A695Christmas Sweater Cards #A707Simple Advent Calendar

DIFFICULTY 

Approximate Time of Project: 2 hours

MATERIALS:
15cm cotton print fabric (115cm width)- Colour 1
15cm cotton print fabric (115cm width)- Colour 2
15cm cotton print fabric (115cm width)- Colour 3
15cm cotton print fabric (115cm width)- Colour 4
80cm white felt fabric (90cm width)- Main Colour
80cm interfacing (112cm width)
White fabric paint
Black fabric paint
White thread

EQUIPMENT:
Ruler
Fabric chalk
Fabric scissors
Paint brush
Pins
Sewing machine
Iron
Sewing needle

HELPFUL HINTS:
• An optional add in (after step 14) is to quilt the 

rectangles along the existing seam lines of the pockets.

STEPS:
1.  Cut out the following shapes (0.5cm seam allowance  
 included on all sides);

        a. Colour 1 (6) 11x11cm squares.
       b. Colour 2 (6) 11x11cm squares.
         c.  Colour 3 (6) 11x11cm squares.
        d. Colour 4 (6) 11x11cm squares.
       e. Main colour (1) 41x79cm rectangle.
   Main colour (24) 11x14cm rectangle.
   Main colour (2) 4x8cm rectangle.
         f.  Interfacing (1) 41x79cm rectangle.

2. Paint a small white shape near the centre of each print.

3. Number the printed rectangles from 1 to 24 using the  
 black paint written over the white paint background.  
 Set aside to dry.

4. Double hem the top edge of each printed square.

5. Set a printed square on an 11x14cm rectangle so the  
 two bottom corners of the square line up. Pin and baste  
 the raw edges. Repeat for all 24 pockets.

6. Sew rows of 4 pockets together (1-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16,  
 17-20, and 21-24).

7. Sew the rows together until the piece is 4 pockets  
 across and 6 pockets down (numbered in order; top left  
 ‘1’  bottom right ‘24’). Iron the seams of the pocket  
 grid flat.

8. Iron the interfacing to the 41x79cm rectangle of felt. 

9. Fold a 4x8cm rectangle in half and sew lengthways. Turn  
 inside out and repeat for the second.

10.  Fold the 4x8cm rectangles in half lengthways. Pin and  
  baste one rectangle to the right side of the top middle  
  ‘1’ pocket and the second to the ‘4’ pocket so the raw  
  edges are sitting together and the tab hangs down on  
  the front of the work.

11.  Pin pocket grid and the ‘step 8’ rectangle with right  
  sides together. Sew around edge leaving a 10cm gap  
  along the bottom seam.

12.  Trim corners and turn project right way out using the  
  10cm gap.

13.  Sew up gap.

14.  Press flat with the iron.

15.  String dowel through the tabs at the top and hang from  
  a secure point on your wall.

16.  Place small presents in each pocket to unwrap every day  
  leading up to Christmas.


